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1 Introduction
The Auto Complete feature allows a user to fill in a few characters in a choice field and the actual
value gets displayed in the control on tabbing out.

2 Prerequisites
To provide the Auto Complete feature the UI Framework makes the following assumptions on the
modeling information for a choice control and its choice tileset:
1. At least one choice tileset has been defined for the choice control.
2. The main anchor of the choice tileset is the BusinessQuery object used for finding the
result of this choice control.
3. The result anchor of the choice tileset is holding the Business collection which is the
query result of the main anchor.
4. The InputEditable attribute of the choice control is set to true.
This can be done at design time as a property of the choice control in the MAS or
At runtime by setting the inputEditable attribute of the choice control in the code
(for example, in the onLoad event hander of the tile).

3 Mechanism
The choice control first raises an event BeforeShowPopup where the application developer has
the choice to change the default modeled choice tileset.

Public Event BeforeShowPopup(ByVal defaultPopupTSEnumVal As
Integer, ByRef newPopupTSEnumVal As Integer)
Note:
If this event is not listened to, then the default choice tileset is used for further processing.
Depending on the choice tileset, the DisplayAttribute, AlternateKeyAttribute and the
QueryObjectAttribute are picked up from the modeled entries:
DisplayAttribute: name of the attribute (from the BusinessObject of the result anchor of
the choice tileset) which should be displayed (can be blank).
AlternateKeyAttribute: name of an alternative attribute name (from the BusinessObject of
the result anchor of the choice tileset) which will be used instead of the DisplayAttribute.
QueryObjectAttribute: name of the attribute (from the QueryObject of the main anchor of
the choice tileset) which is used for querying in the popup.
The underlying query object of the main anchor is then created and the value already added in
the choice field is then set to the query object for the attribute identified by QueryObjectAttribute,
after adding a ‘*’ at the end shown as below:

bq.SetAttribute(mQOAttribute, value.toString() + "*")
The choice control raises an event OnQuery, which can be used to initialize the query parameters
of the BOL BusinessQuery object. This query object will be used by the UI to trigger the query in
order to try the auto completion.
Note:
The parameter run can be used to cancel the Auto Complete functionality by application
developers and has to be explicitly set to true to make it to work (default value is false).
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Public Event onQuery(ByVal query As SFABOFLIB.BusinessQuery,
ByRef run As Boolean)
UI Framework then fires the query. After firing the query the UI distinguishes four different
situations:
1. Query did crash - This might happen sometimes. In this case we will raise a SAP
exception, which will be displayed in the status bar.
2. Query did return no result - The choice window opens displaying these query parameters
and the empty list.
3. Query did return exactly one item – depending on the button pressed in the choice
window the corresponding values will be changed.
4. Query did return more than one item - The choice window will open displaying these
query parameters and the list of the returned items.
If the choice window is opened by the Auto Complete feature and the user closes the choice
window without selecting an item, the choice control becomes invalid. Again tabbing out of the
choice control does not lead to a re-run of the Auto Complete, because the UI Framework knows
that this value does not lead to a valid result.
This is also true in the following scenario: In the database there are two employees: Mueller,
Marco and Mueller, Peter. In a choice control for employees the user types Muell and leaves the
field. This will open the Choice window displaying both employees in the search result. The user
closes the window without selecting an item. The control displaying Muell becomes invalid. When
removing again the focus from the control, the Auto Complete would not be newly triggered,
because the user did not want to select an item from the displayed and already known list of
matching items. Instead of that he can press the choice button to see the list again and select an
item out of it.
If the bound attribute of this choice control has changed, this change will be treated as valid if the
BOL tells that it is a valid change of the attribute. This means a change of the control value via the
business logic will not lead to triggering the Auto Complete when leaving the field.

4 Handling of Empty Control Values
If the content of the choice control has been changed by the user to an empty string,

Check: len(cstr(ctrl.value))==0
then the UI will call the internal blank function of the choice control, which will set the related
target attribute of the choice control to nothing or empty depending on the basic type of the target
attribute object or key.
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5 Implementation
To provide auto completion for one choice control the application developer has to define an
event handler for the choice control event onQuery. Inside this event handler only the query
parameters have to be set along with setting run to true.

Private Sub ctrlChoice_onQuery(ByVal query As
SFABOFLIB.BusinessQuery, ByRef run As Boolean)
With query
.SetAttribute(“Mandt”, gBOLSettings.getValue("Mandt"))
.SetAttribute(“Langu”, “EN”)
End With
run = true
End Sub
Note:
onQuery event is also raised on clicking the Choice button. Here, the event parameter run of the
event onQuery has no effect. Setting this parameter in the event handler will be ignored by the UI.
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